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NUEVA SALSA. A superb production by Isidro Infante, 11 tracks full of Latin flavor. 11 MP3 Songs

LATIN: Salsa, WORLD: Island Details: Angel Romero "Einllo" is of Dominican and Puerto Rican Descent.

He was born in Passaic, New Jersey and grew up with his mother traveling between the Dominican

Republic and New York State. Angel spent most of his young days very active in church where his

passion for music was developed. He played the drums and occasionally sang for the church chorus.

After graduating from North Rockland High School in Haverstraw, NY, Angel auditioned for a Salsa group

called Elemento 10. He spent about two years with Elemento 10 and then transitioned to a Spanish pop

group called La Ola where he was the lead singer. After two years of performances, La Ola disintegrated

and Angel continued to look for pursue his dream of becoming a singer. A year later, Angel auditioned for

the famous Salsa singer Miles Pea. He was chosen as the first voice back-up singer and worked with

Miles Pea for almost four years. Angel later auditioned for La India and again was chosen as a backup

singer and worked with La India for three years. With La India, Einllo was chosen to sing a duet of the

famous song Vivir Lo Nuestro during live performances. While working with La India, Angel met the

famous musical producer Isidro Infante. Mr. Infante opened a world of opportunities for Angel and

introduced him to recognized Salsa singers. It was then, that Angel had the opportunity to work with,

Cheo Feliciano, Tito Nieves, Domingo Quiones, Michael Stuart, Hector Tricoche, Johnny Rivera, Kevin

Ceballo, Tito Gomez, DLG, Jos Alberto el Canario, and legendary Salsa singer Celia Cruz. In 2002, while

playing a game of Dominoes, Angel met entrepreneur Edward Contreras who after listening to a demo,

proposed a partnership. Angel began his solo project with the direction of Isidro Infante and Miguel

Bonilla. Today the project is complete. The CD, called Eternamente has 11 tracks. The songs are a

variety of rhythms that include a salsa-reggaetn, a bachata, and a ballad called Madre Ma, that Angel
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wrote to his mother. The album has been dedicated to Edward who unfortunately passed away in January

of 2005. May he rest in peace. Throughout his career, Angel has traveled all over the world, including

Europe, Africa, Central and South America, Mexico, and the Caribbean. Currently Angel resides in New

York City where he continues to work and promote his album. During his free time, Angel enjoys playing

basketball, cooking, and reading. Obtain more information at einllo.com
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